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The Moolji Jaitha College, Jalgaon disseminates knowledge with its motto “Knowledge is 

Power”. The uniqueness of the institution lies in the holistic development of the “persona” at the 

physical, emotional, intellectual, spiritual level in the context of career and human being. Besides 

focusing on specialization, it provides multidisciplinary and trans disciplinary education 

necessary       to work globally. 

 

 The institution runs various branches of Basic and Applied Sciences. 

 Faculty of Commerce and Management develop entrepreneurial skills among students by 

offering professional courses like BBA and BCA. 

 The uniqueness of the institution lies in the MOUs signed with the industries/ institutions 

and the industrial visits. 

 The various Schools of Languages, Social Sciences, and Mental Sciences develop cross- 

cultural competence and communicate in the ancient, local and global language. 

 The department of performing arts helps to explore potential of student through activities 

related to singing, theatre, dance and fine arts. 

 The Soham Department of Yoga trains for holistic health on campus and in society. 
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 Eklavya provides a wide range of sports, games, athletics not only for the beneficiaries on 

campus but of the campus also. 

 Library as a resource is open for students, society, and Visually Challenged people. 

 The preservation of Manuscript is a rare initiative of the Central Library. The department 

of history provides training and contributes in preservation of endangered Modi Script 

through workshops. 

 The institution uses ERP for administration resulting in easy updating, decentralization of 

data and making it available through a centralize system. 

 Tapping interest of present generation in social media, the institution runs it’s own FM 

Radio and You tube Channel. Various co-curricular, extra-curricular programs, recordings 

of conducted activities are available for learners and other masses. 

 

 


